Walker 256 tumor MHC class I expression during the shift from A variant to the immunogenic AR variant.
Novel tumor cell variants can be obtained by serially passaging tumor cells in different media and/or environments. Serial intraperitoneal (ip) passages of the Walker 256 tumor A variant was followed for studying the generation of its regressive AR variant. MHC class I molecule expression was assessed since variations in this molecule would explain changes in tumor cell immunogenicity and therefore, the shift from progressive A variant to the regressive AR variant. Within 25 ip passages all serial repetitions shifted from A to AR variant, which was characterized by a significant increase in red blood cell (RBC) osmotic fragility with marked spleen hypertrophy in the host. In one serial repetition AR tumor cells were rejected (ip passage number 36) and immunity against the AR and A variants was conferred. Flow cytometry analysis showed a significant increase in the number MHC class I positive cells in AR variant (n = 15, 14.21 +/- 1.32) compared with A variant (n = 10, 9.10 +/- 1.22). These data provide evidence that the generation of the AR variant could result from factors present in the ip environment leading to an increase in the number of Walker 256 MHC class I positive tumor cells, probably due to immune selection of MHC class I negative tumor cells.